WHISTLEBLOWING

PURPOSE

To ensure public interest whistleblowing is facilitated, protected and acted on in Australia – as a key plank of corruption detection and resilience for organisations and employees alike, across the public, business and civil society sectors.

THE PROBLEM

Whistleblowers (organisational insiders who disclose wrongdoing in or by their organisation, in order to trigger action) play a key role in exposing otherwise unknown acts of corruption. Frequently, when corruption or wrongdoing emerges, it becomes clear that organisations, law enforcement and other regulators could have acted earlier to prevent or deal with it – if people with relevant knowledge had spoken up, to the right people or in the right way, or been listened to when they tried to raise their concerns.

While Australia has been at the forefront of recognising the role of whistleblowing in its public integrity systems, there remain major problems:

- Nationally, legal protections for business and civil society whistleblowers are largely missing
- At federal and state level, key government whistleblower protection legislation remains incomplete or out-of-date
- The effectiveness of existing legislation in delivering remedies for employees who suffer detriment as a result of making a public interest disclosure remains highly uncertain
- Not enough is known about best practice approaches to facilitating and protecting whistleblowing within organisations (especially in the private sector); and
- There is a lack of independent advice and support services for employees who are considering, or who do, blow the whistle on wrongdoing.

HISTORY AND PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS

Article 33 of the UN Convention Against Corruption (2004) emphasises measures to protect any person ‘against any unjustified treatment’ for reporting facts relevant to corruption. In practice, as TI’s experience shows, such facts often come from organisational insiders: whistleblowers.

Since 2010, in their Anti-Corruption Action Plans, G20 leaders have also committed to effective public and private sector whistleblower protection regimes. In 2011, OECD guidance for G20 leaders confirmed that protections need to be available, and action taken, in response to all major types of public interest concerns – from direct evidence of corruption to other wrongdoing, causes of which may also relate to hidden corruption. A comprehensive approach to whistleblower protection is also advocated in TI’s International Principles for Whistleblower Legislation (2013).

In some respects, Australia’s track record in recognising whistleblowing is advanced. Spurred on by the revelations of Queensland’s Fitzgerald Inquiry into official corruption (1987-89), state
parliaments began legislating for **public sector whistleblower protection** in 1991. In 2013, following a major parliamentary inquiry, far-reaching federal public sector legislation was also passed with strong support from all political parties: the *Public Interest Disclosure Act* (Cth).

The single largest gap is now lack of comprehensive whistleblower protection in Australia’s **business and civil society sectors**.

The relevance to corruption detection is clear: since 2010, whistleblowers have been instrumental in triggering and aiding Australia’s first prosecutions for foreign bribery (against Securency Ltd and Note Printing Australia). The OECD’s recent review of Australia’s foreign bribery laws and enforcement also reinforces the need to close this gap. Australia is also yet to seriously consider the benefits of *qui tam* provisions which incentivise corporate employees to disclose fraud and wrongdoing by providing rewards of up to 25 per cent of recovered damages, such as in the US where US$6 billion was recovered in 2014 through the federal *False Claims Act*.

In 2014, a major Senate Economics Committee inquiry recommended a comprehensive overhaul of the limited existing whistleblowing provisions of the *Corporations Act 2001* (Part 9.4AAA), to achieve an integrated scheme. The alternative is piecemeal regulation such as in the US, where protections vary across more than 47 different federal regulatory laws. So far, the Australian Government (October 2014) has ‘noted’ but taken no action to respond to this recommendation.

Despite advances, there also remain many gaps and challenges for effective whistleblowing regimes in the **public sector**. Federal protection – now undergoing statutory review – does not apply to disclosures about corruption or wrongdoing by Ministers, their staff, other politicians, or judges. Protections are weaker for national security employees.

At state level, major legal upgrades took place in Queensland, NSW and the ACT in 2010-2012, but protections remain inconsistent and in some cases out-of-date. For example, Victoria, Tasmania, the Northern Territory and South Australia continue to have no rules governing when a protected disclosure may be made to the media.

In **all sectors**, there are also across-the-board challenges:

- the effectiveness of the legislation in delivering remedies for whistleblowers whose lives and careers suffer remains highly uncertain – more evaluation is needed to establish whether compensation or sanctions are flowing and if not, what reforms are needed;

- **organisations** need more knowledge and guidance on ‘best practice’ internal approaches to facilitating and protecting whistleblowing, especially in the private sector – and this is also needed to inform effective standard-setting by government as to minimum procedures;

- there is a lack of independent advice and support services for employees who are considering, or who do, blow the whistle on wrongdoing in Australia – some ‘hotline’ services exist which can provide advice to employees, and some unions and professional associations may provide advice, but there is no equivalent to the type of specialist, public interest advice and support services available in many countries (such as Public Concern At Work in the UK, Open Democracy Advice Centre in South Africa, Government Accountability Project in the USA, or TI Anti-Corruption Legal Advice Centres (ALACs) elsewhere).
TI AUSTRALIA’S POSITION

- The Australian Government should immediately review, and legislate to fill, the gap in private sector whistleblower protection, by accepting the Senate Economics Committee’s recommendations and developing comprehensive legislation, including:
  - A consistent approach across all industries and sectors, and
  - Consideration of rewards and ‘qui tam’ remedies (which compensate whistleblowers by allowing them to directly recover a proportion of the proceeds of fraud or corruption that they reveal, in the public interest)

- The Australian and State governments should upgrade their laws to ensure comprehensive public sector whistleblower protection, including
  - Extending the Commonwealth law to cover disclosures of wrongdoing by any form of public official, and effective coverage of national security employees;
  - New or replacement legislation in Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia and the Northern Territory to put in place comprehensive schemes covering all major wrongdoing and reporting avenues (including the media);
  - Law reform in the other jurisdictions to bring other elements of their regimes up to ‘best practice’ standards, including with regard to reporting thresholds, minimum internal disclosure procedures, and compensation provisions.

- Australian governments and business should support research and policy reform for best practice in whistleblowing management systems in organisations, including:
  - Development of a new Australian Standard on Whistleblower Protection
  - Better practice legislative requirements, minimum standards, & incentives (e.g. defences) for good whistleblowing systems
  - Review of the effectiveness of remedies for maltreated whistleblowers, including by identifying the most efficient remedial systems for workers and employers alike.

- Governments, business, unions, and legal affairs bodies / foundations should join TI Australia in assessing the need for, and feasibility of, an independent national public advice line and support service on whistleblowing, to assist organisations and employees in detecting and dealing with suspected corruption.
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